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In 1990 the NSF Calls for Proposals 
for Regional Geometry Institutes

� Key Points:   Program must be
◦ “Vertically Integrated”
◦ Focus on Geometry



One Winning Proposal: 
A Consortium of Universities of 

Texas, Utah, & Illinois Chicago Circle 

� A summer institute in Park City, Utah 
starting in 1991, here in Prospector

� Three parts:
Graduate Summer School
Undergraduate Program
High School Teacher Program (HSTP)



High School Teacher Program

� Three Courses
◦ Geometry in the Classroom
◦ Geometry and Computers (in the Lab)
◦ Advanced Geometry

� Thirty Teachers in 1991
◦ 10 from Austin
◦ 14 from Chicago
◦ 6 from Seattle



What a Teacher Signed Up For
� Teachers came as members of a team from a 

Site affiliated with a university math 
department

� Sign-up was for TWO years
� The first summer was FOUR weeks, second 

summer was 3 weeks
� School Year: Site meetings and activities
� Each site wrote on issue of the Teacher 

Newsletter
� Sites expected to do outreach locally



RGI Technology
� The RGI brought a temporary internet 

connection to Park City in 1991, but no one 
had email except universities. 

� Computer lab had small classic Macs plus 
short loan of IBM PCs. Few teachers had 
used computers before the RGI.

� The Geometry Forum was present with 
plans to use Net News (no WWW!). 

� Tee shirts were designed during the teacher 
program on Geometer’s Sketchpad, including 
color separations.



RGI Miscellanea

� Park City was smaller. Hot-air balloons 
would fly over Prospector at breakfast, so 
the balloons became an RGI symbol 
(hence “funny balloon”).

� Herb Clemens, our first director, had this 
crazy idea that the RGI would march in 
the Fourth of July parade.



Park City RGI Point -> Hypercube 
1991 Fourth of July Parade



Photo of the Hypercube 1991
Note guy with cool hat!



RGI becomes IAS/PCMI
� The NSF project was intended to last just a 

few years.  But the Utah RGI wanted to 
continue long-term. 

� So the RGI got adopted by a new sponsor in 
1993: The Institute for Advanced Study. 

� And the Geometry Institute was now a 
Math Institute.  But the HSTP continued to 
focus on geometry for a number of years 
more.

� PCMI met two summers at IAS in Princeton, 
but it was decided Utah was a better fit.



Reorganization of the Teacher 
Program 2000-2001
� In 2000, HSTP re-designed its program 

into a structure much like the one today, 
with early versions of a problem-based 
math course, reflection on practice,  and 
working groups.

� Also, HSTP had started admitting some 
teachers “at large”.  The number of 
teachers was still in the thirties.

� In 2001 a new HSTP director: Gail Burrill.



How Did We Get to 60 Teachers?

� In the early 2000s PCMI got a big NSF 
Math-Science Partnership grant. 

� This MSP meant that PCMI would be 
working with 3 specific school districts 
during the year and bringing around 30 
teachers from the districts to Park City in 
the summer.

� If the total number of teachers stayed 
around 30, there would be no room for 
other teachers, so the program expanded.



Microphones and All
� With 60 teachers, HSTP grew from two 

Prospector meeting rooms to 3.  
� Middle school teachers were included, and 

HSTP became SSTP (Secondary School 
Teachers Program)

� To cope with poor acoustics, the 
microphones were introduced at each table.

� The teacher staff was expanded to what it is 
today.

� PCMI overall got so big that lunch moved to 
the Dining Tent.



From the MSP to Today

� After the MSP was over, the SSTP 
remained at 60 teachers thanks to our 
relationship with Math for America.

� Also, the name of the program became 
Summer School Teachers Program (still 
SSTP), to include elementary teachers.

� And more recently, the program became 
the TLP!



Creation/Growth of Other Programs

� This talk about the Teacher Program has 
neglected other PCMI programs beyond the 
original three:
◦ The Research Program and the Undergraduate 

Faculty Program during the whole session.
◦ One week programs: The Workshop on 

Increasing Minority Participation, the 
International Seminar and the High School 
Student Program.
◦ Local teacher PDO (Professional Development 

and Outreach) Programs



Key Omission: People

� I have talked about changes in the 
structure of the Teacher Program, but 
there was no time to talk about the most 
important ingredient in PCMI: its people.

� The success of PCMI has involved many, 
many extraordinary, hard-working, caring, 
and imaginative people among its staff and 
its participants.  Their stories are the real 
story of PCMI.



Some pre 2000 PCMI-ers here now

� Gabe Rosenberg: undergrad in 1993
� Brian Hopkins: grad HSTP assistant 1998
� Troy Jones:  HSTP teacher, late 90s
� Jack Bookman:  Duke RGI Site leader
� Herb Clemens: the first Director of the 

RGI/PCMI (and also third Director).  Key 
person in the link with IAS, the 
reformulation of the teacher program and 
the PCMI parade tradition!



The End 
(of this talk, not the PCMI 

Teacher Program!)


